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STARTUP 
RADAR 

Startups 

Find out about startups, new 

technologies and solutions that have 

the potential to reshape the postal, 

express & logistics market 

Contact us 

https://www.postal-innovation.com/ 

bernhard@postal-innovation.com 

 

 

PIP INNOVATION & 
STARTUP DAYS  
AT PARCEL+POST EXPO | AMSTERDAM | 1-3 OCTOBER 2019 

The Postal Innovation Platform (PIP) organized its PIP Innovation and Startup Days from 

1 – 3 October at Parcel+Post Expo in Amsterdam. 14 Startups were presenting their 

solutions to the audience and in a dedicated exhibition area even more startups were 

exhibiting new technologies and solutions which will have an impact on the postal, 

express & logistics market. Learn more about those startups and their solutions which 

have the potential to reshape the postal, logistics and express markets. 

  

https://www.postal-innovation.com/
mailto:bernhard@postal-innovation.com


 

 
 

 

NÜWIEL 
WINNER OF THE 2019 PIP STARTUP AWARD 

NÜWIEL is a startup based in Hamburg addressing the unmet need 

for efficient transportation of goods in densely populated urban 

areas by developing new generation of urban vehicles. 

NÜWIEL developed an electric trailer for bicycles to move goods in 

urban areas in a sustainable and efficient way. The patent pending 

technology enables the trailer to automatically accelerate and brake 

synchronously with the bike or a person in front. 

The NÜWIEL eTrailer can be connected to any bicycle or electric bike 

without using tools and carries 150kg of payload. The eTrailer can 

also be used as an electric handcart when disconnected from the 

bike. The trailer runs up to 25km/h with the bike and is powered with 

250W. A user doesn’t need a driving license to cycle with the 

eTrailer, so it can be used not only on the roads but also bicycle 

lanes, pedestrian-only zones and inside buildings as a handcart. 

NÜWIEL has been running pilot projects together with companies 

like UPS, IKEA, Airbus etc. and successfully launched its eTrailer in 

Germany since 2018. NÜWIEL aims to enter a Scandinavian market 

in September 2019 and scale up in 2020. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

nuwiel.de 
twitter.com/nuwielcity 
https://youtu.be/XJ8ZK5IULTo 

 

  

Advantages of the eTrailer: 

- Innovative technology: automatic acceleration and 
braking together with the bike, 9 patent pending 
applications filed 
- Flexible: The eTrailer connects to any bicycle within 
1 second, no tools needed 
- Safe: Double brake system (mechanical and 
electric) increases safety of a cyclist and transported 
goods 
- Multi-modal:  roads, bike lanes, pedestrian only 
zones, inside the buildings 
- User friendly: gender- and age-neutral. No driving 
license required 
- Robust design: built with components from electric 
scooter and car industry.  
- Sustainable: 0 noise and air pollution 

  

 
 



 

 

KARDINAL 
BETTER TOURS, NO MATTER WHAT 

With Kardinal, manage your pick up and delivery operations with 

peace of mind! 

• You optimize your resources by increasing your productivity 

and reducing the number of kilometers traveled 

• You gain in serenity while improving customer satisfaction 

• You reduce your carbon footprint 

 

INTELLIGENT APPOINTMENT TAKING 

Thanks to our intelligent appointment taking module, receive the 

best slot suggestions in real time to maximize the efficiency of your 

tours! 

 

CONSTRUCTION OF OPTIMAL ROUTES 

Check the quality of your current tours, build optimized tours and 

inform your fleet immediately! 

 

REAL-TIME TOUR OPTIMIZATION 

With Kardinal, your tours are optimized and then adapted in real 

time according to the events on the ground! 

 

AUTOMATIC DISPATCH 

In a dynamic context, Kardinal technology automatically optimizes 

your fleet’s movements and waiting times. 

 

Thanks to Kardinal, you can (1) anticipate, (2) react, (3)  

adjust your tours in order to initiate a virtuous circle of self-learning optimization: 

 

Predictive / BEFORE THE OPERATIONS 

Predictive algorithms 

Data used: Predictive traffic, known missions, available actors 

Solutions: intelligent appointment making and/or optimal tour construction. 

Minimizes resources, optimizes planning 

Operational / DURING THE DAY 

Event-responsive” algorithms 

Data used: Real-time traffic, new missions, field events 

Solutions: Real-time optimization and/or automatic dispatch 

Manages the unexpected, maximizes performance 

Prescriptive / AFTER THE OPERATIONS 

Machine learning algorithms 

Data used: historical data (missions carried out, problems encountered, actual travel time) 

Solutions: Optimal route construction 

Compare your different scenarios, adapt your next predictions  

 

https://kardinal.ai/ 

 

https://kardinal.ai/


 

  

BOOKIT 
RIGHT OFFER, RIGHT PERSON, RIGHT TIME 

We enable seamless mobile communications across 

every channel to help you build world-class customer 

experience for your business. 

 

Optimize first and last mile experience and efficiency 

• through multiple channels 

• by engaging people in a conversation with  

• 1-click easy to reply  

• dynamic, personalized and optimized 

delivery options 

• at the right time  

• with high response rates 

 

We Know How to Drive Business with Mobile 

Experiences: 

67% increase in add on sales 

26% re-activation of lost customers (up to) 

93% response rate (up to) 

 

Your advantages 
 

Improve last mile delivery performance 

Offer optimized, personalized and accurate delivery 

time windows and other options with high response 

rates before the first delivery attempt  

Increase amount of redirections 

Offer consumers personalized pick up, collection point 

and parcel shop options with high response rates 

before the first delivery attempt 

Create new sources of revenue 

Additional revenue from timely mobile offers of 

delivery upgrades and other additional services, for 

example setup and installation services including 

payment 

Improve customer satisfaction and control of last mile 

delivery 

Customers receive personalized delivery options and 

can confirm and change the delivery details by replying 

to text message with a single letter 

 

Read our Posti use case 

https://www.bookit.net/customers/posti 

 

https://www.bookit.net/ 

https://www.bookit.net/customers/posti
https://www.bookit.net/


 

  

 

  

SHIP2MYID 
THE FUTURE OF ADDRESSING & SHIPPING 

Some of the key challenges with addresses today are that without a delivery address, no shipping transaction can be performed. 

As per UPU more than 50% of population don't have structured addresses. Sharing addresses is a big privacy concern and there 

is NO worldwide standard structure or language, which makes cross border shipping a nightmare.  

 

Ship2MyID is a patented platform which allows consumers to replace postal addresses with digital ID's like email, cell# of 

Social IDs. Consumer can have their own unique life time Delivery ID and the packages will follow the consumers, wherever they 

are. Based on their individual preferences, consumers can map the digital ID's to one or more delivery locations and create simple 

business rules to determine where to receive package depending on who the sender is, based on a regular address, alternative 

address systems such as what3words or Zippr, or on any other location device such as GPS coordinates. These ID's give anonymity, 

portability, interoperability and uniqueness which could solve many problems of today. 

 

Ship2MyID provides entire visibility, offers complete data privacy and significantly enhances every transaction from Mile Zero, 

First Mile to Last mile. Ship2MyId eliminates all cross border language or address format challenges. By adopting Ship2MyID 

postal organization will be able generate new transactions not possible before. They can also generate brand new revenue 

streams with Ecommerce companies, CPG Brands and Direct Mailers or Marketing companies. Ship2MyID can easily integrate 

with all existing postal software from First Mile to Last Mile. 

 

           https://www.ship2myid.com/ 

 

 

        eCommerce Check-out      Opt-in driven direct marketing 

https://www.ship2myid.com/


 

 

 

 

PROGLOVE 
REINVENTING SCANNING FOR SMARTER WORKFORCE 

  
  

  

ProGlove’s MARK 2 allows pickers and other postal or logistics workers to save up to 4 seconds per barcode scan by 

improving the ergonomics.  

 

The MARK 2 is a detachable barcode scanner that is worn on top of a ProGlove glove, which is then connected to the 

worker’s terminal or mobile device, using Bluetooth Low Energy or 868 Mhz, and then finally to the WMS or any other 

system. 

 

The MARK 2 is different in many ways from other handheld or wearable scanners. Workers can work fully hands-free 

and save 3.2 seconds by not grabbing and putting back a scanner. It weighs only a third or even a seventh of its 

competitors and is much more comfortable.  

 

Another major difference is that the MARK 2 is a plug-and-play solution. It requires little to no installation time and 

workers do not have to change the way they work. Taking out the old scanners and connecting the MARK 2 is all that is 

needed. Customers across Europe earn back their investment in 33 to 150 working days due to the added productivity 

of a worker. Depending on the number of scans and hourly wage. A workstation would require 2 MARK 2’s, a charger, 

and wearables for around the clock usage. The customer would buy everything once, except for the wearables that 

need to be reordered because of hygiene issues or wear-and-tear.  

 

The MARK 2 is creating a smarter workforce for the logistics and postal industries by giving them the tools to be and 

productive. Instead of trying to replace workers through automation. Not everything can be automated, so it is 

important to create the tools that make workers hyper efficient and offer them the best working conditions. 

 

www.proglove.com 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XcsEdTsQGnE 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XcsEdTsQGnE


 

 

 

 

LINKSMART 
BE SMART WITH SMARTDNA 

  
  

  

While sustainable packaging is on global agenda of governments, corporates and special interest groups still single-use segment of 

plastic security packaging remains a unsolved issue due to fundamental technology void. Fundamental technology void – There is no 

security sealing system that can be reused. World depends on destructive tamper evidence meaning packaging gets destructed upon 

opening and thus it becomes single use plastic.  

LINKSMART is precisely solving the technology problem and invented non-destructive tamper evidence that has potential of using 

returnable security packaging with fully automated tamper-evidence based on smartphone scan. With massive growth of 

ecommerce, More than 50 tons of goods being delivered around the world every hour the single use poly bags (about 45% of total 

parcels and shipped over 25 billion pieces in year 2017) is fast becoming an ecological nightmare & moral dilemma for ecommerce 

companies. Further this data excludes plastic wastage in securing mid mile delivery. Some responsible ecommerce companies have 

accepted their moral responsibility but have limited options in requirement of right solution. While sustainable packaging is in-sight 

for protective-packaging the technology-void for security packaging remains unaddressed and there is nothing beyond false promise 

of recyclability. 

Linksmart enables truly sustainable reusable security packaging with unlimited reuse based on Non-destructive & fully-automated 

track-able tamper-evidence technology. Security packaging must have tamper-evidence which traditionally depends on destructive-

opening rendering packaging single-use. New packaging design has No packaging-cost per delivery and it is just about pay per-scan 

cost.  Addresses Plastic hazards from security packaging in last mile delivery & plastic seals mother-bag in hub-to-hub delivery. 

http://www.linksmartdna.com/ 

http://www.linksmartdna.com/


 

 
 

 

PAKADOO 
THE ANSWER TO THE CHALLENGES OF 

THE LAST MILE 

E-commerce is booming. Average growth rates of 12% 

per year are projected for the next few years. Everyone 

expects to order anytime, anywhere. It is very 

comfortable, but has a catch: The recipients are rarely at 

home when the parcel service arrives.  

As a solution, pakadoo developed a digital cloud- and 

app-based service: pakadoo work-life-logistics, a parcel 

service-independent delivery solution that enables 

legally regulated delivery of private packages to so-called 

pakadoo points at the place of work. As soon as newly-

received package has been scanned via pakadoo app at 

the pakadoo point, the owner will be automatically 

notified. This notification includes a code with which the 

parcel can be safely collected. 

Since Q2/2018, the solution is also available in public 

areas – a public pakadoo point equipped with a parcel 

locker was opened in a shopping mall. The goal is to set 

up pakadoo points for bundled parcel delivery wherever 

parcel recipients are: in companies, government 

agencies, public places, local trade, and public 

transportation. The train station on the way home or the 

local shopping mall become a parcel station where 

parcels and also goods from the local supermarket can 

be delivered.  

The unique feature of pakadoo is the bundling of parcel 

deliveries with simultaneous accessibility for all parcel 

services, online shops and local retailers.  

Through bundled delivery and returns of parcels at 

pakadoo points, all pakadoo users together saved a total 

of 557 tons of CO2 between June 2015 and May 2019. 

Since the number of pakadoo points and thus also the 

number of users is continuously increasing, a 

multiplication of the saved CO2 value is to be expected 

in the next few years. 

In 2019, pakadoo also developed a solution for the 

simple and secure handling of business parcels. 

 

www.pakadoo.de 

www.pakadoo.de/en/employer/video-how-does-pakadoo-work/ 

  

 

 

http://www.pakadoo.de/
http://www.pakadoo.de/en/employer/video-how-does-pakadoo-work/


 

 

 

 

 

KIZY TRACKING 
END-2-END SUPPLY CHAIN VISIBILITY 

Founded in 2014 in Switzerland, Kizy Tracking aims to connect the largest goods flows around the world.  

Our mission: to improve global supply chain operations by providing first-hand data about the status and location 

of shipments and assets everywhere in the world, in a cost-efficient way. Kizy is a B2B tracking system especially 

designed to fulfill the actual needs of the logistics industry. It makes advanced tracking and monitoring 

functionalities – which were up until now limited to niche applications – affordable for large-scale deployments. 

Kizy is made out of 3 elements:  

• a tracker, that fits everywhere to collect data about assets and shipments 

• an online tracking platform, to monitor shipments and assets 

• an API, to easily integrate the data directly into the applications and systems of our customers 

Designed as an open system, Kizy can be customized and branded to meet specific customer requirements. 

WHY IS KIZY DIFFERENT? 

• Up to 1 year autonomy 
• Global coverage, also inside buildings and containers 
• Low cost: 10x cheaper than competition 
• Small size: it can be used in letters <50g 

The company is headquartered in Neuchâtel, Switzerland, with the hardware production taking place in Asia, where 

part of the team is based. Kizy Tracking serves its customers through an international network of distribution 

partners and integrators. It serves major postal operators like DP DHL, Asendia, PostNL and many others. 

Increasingly recognized in the supply chain industry, Kizy Tracking was awarded the Swiss Logistics Award 2015 and 

won the IoT/M2M Innovation World Cup in 2016 for its innovative and cost-efficient solution. 

www.kizytracking.com 

https://youtu.be/sVz7RCwF0Yk 

http://www.kizytracking.com/
https://youtu.be/sVz7RCwF0Yk


 

 

 
 
 
 

MYDUTYCOLLECT 
COMPREHENSIVE VAT & CUSTOMS SOLUTION 

MyDutyCollect® is geared towards the identification, calculation, notification and collection of 
VAT & Duty payments for Cross-Border e-commerce.  
 
In light of the challenges facing the postal industry due to the continued growth of ecommerce 
coupled with the instability surrounding #Brexit and #EU Digital Single Market, VAT harmonisation 
and potentially #US leaving UPU, MyDutyCollect is a timely, modular and comprehensive VAT & 
Customs solution that is designed to address some of the technical and increasingly complex and 
variable scenarios associated with VAT & Customs relating to cross-border E-commerce. 
 
MyDutyCollect (DutyCollect®, DutyPaid®) is a Cloud-Based platform features which has a focus on 
automating HS Code generation and identification, landed cost calculation and collection of 
payments; which can be implemented at multiple stages throughout the postal and e-commerce 
value chain to complement the activities undertaken by Postal & Logistics Companies > Merchants 
> Consumers > Customs & Border Control. 
 
 
 

Features: 

• Harmonisation Code Search Engine 

• Landed Cost Calculator 

• Vat and Customs Calculation 

• Merchant Portal for DDP payments 

• Consumer Portal for DDU payments 

• Inventory and cart plug-ins 

• Master administration portal 

• Multi-lingual 

• Multi-currency 

• Customer notification and onboarding 

• Automated VAT & Duty payments collection and reconciliation 

• Transparent reporting and inspection for customs and border control 

• Deployed as stand-alone or integrated with OCR or 3rd party solutions to fully automate 
payment and data collection workflows 

• GDPR Compliant 

• Intelligent, AI driven and constantly improving 
 

https://mydutycollect.com/en 

 

 

https://mydutycollect.com/en


 

ONO 
NEW MOBILITY 

The rapid growth of parcel delivery, road congestion, air pollution, imminent and current 
emission bans, lack of parking, driver shortages… the list goes on. Now, more than ever urban 
logistics is facing important challenges and requires urgent solutions.  

At ONO, we’ve taken innovation to a whole other level by rethinking our current methods of 
moving goods around the city. We realised that our cities did not need another type of truck, 
van or car, but instead a completely new category of vehicle. After extensive market research 
and consultation with logistics operators and drivers, we understood that we had to build a 
vehicle that would tackle all the aforementioned challenges, while encompassing driver 
experience and ergonomics.  

 
We created the ONO Pedal Assisted Transporter (PAT), a vehicle that combines the flexibility 
and benefits of a bicycle with the durability and cargo capacity of a van. This three-wheeled, 
weather-protected transporter, features two electric motors with a combined 250 Watt 
output, assisting the driver, the ONO and its cargo, to cruise comfortably at 25 km/h. Two 
1400 Wh swappable batteries offer 80 km in range (2 x 40) and can be exchanged within 
seconds for a fully charged one. 
 
The exchangeable cargo-unit system with integrated ramp, features a modular platform base 
for different snap-and-go module-units for multiple applications. The cargo-unit has over 2m3 
in load volume capacity and features two RFID-chip access entries (a back door and a sliding 
side door).  

The emissions-free ONO PAT reduces road congestion while avoiding it, can make use of 
alternative routes such as bike paths (please see video), and can go right up to delivery 
locations.  

 

 

www.onomotion.com  |  Video: https://vimeo.com/312741994 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

  

 

  

DIRECT4.ME 
RETAIL SPACE FOR EVERY HOME 

Online retailers offer customers a convenient way of shopping from 
anywhere, but the customers cannot touch or try the products. They 
are less likely to buy products, if they can’t try them first, because 
returning them is too much hassle. Offline retailers don’t have this 
problem, but it comes at the cost of convenience.  
 
Direct4.me takes the best of both worlds and enables users to shop, 
try, keep or return products from home. It’s an end to chasing the 
delivery man, waiting at home, standing in the line or driving to the 
warehouse to pick-up or return the package. Brands and online 
stores are able to reach their customers where they feel most 
comfortable and logistics companies can optimize their delivery 
schedules by being able to deliver the packages 24/7, in the first 
attempt, and get access to an entirely new product return market.  
 
How do we do it? 
We solve the last yard problems by ensuring that packages are 
always successfully and safely delivered, regardless of whether 
customers are home or not. This is achieved through our platform 
and an ecosystem designed around our smart parcel locker which 
requires no electricity, no connectivity and can be managed with 
every mobile phone using our patented Data-over-Voice technology. 
Our open platform facilitates dynamic distribution of digital keys 
across the ecosystem, supports payment at time of purchase or at 
time of delivery, merging online shopping and delivery into a single 
seamless experience. 

  

KARDINAL 
BETTER TOURS, NO MATTER WHAT 

With Kardinal, manage your pick up and delivery operations with peace of 

mind! 

• You optimize your resources by increasing your productivity and reducing the 

number of kilometers traveled 

• You gain in serenity while improving customer satisfaction 

• You reduce your carbon footprint 

 

INTELLIGENT APPOINTMENT TAKING 

Thanks to our intelligent appointment taking module, receive the best slot 

suggestions in real time to maximize the efficiency of your tours! 

 

CONSTRUCTION OF OPTIMAL ROUTES 

Check the quality of your current tours, build optimized tours and inform your 

fleet immediately! 

 

REAL-TIME TOUR OPTIMIZATION 

With Kardinal, your tours are optimized and then adapted in real time according 

to the events on the ground! 

 

AUTOMATIC DISPATCH 

In a dynamic context, Kardinal technology automatically optimizes your fleet’s 

movements and waiting times. 

 

Business model 
Logistics company pays a fee for every delivered  
or picked up package and the consumers pay a monthly subscription 
for the locker, deliveries and returns. 
 
Current situation 
We are currently commercially launching  
with the national postal service carrier Pošta Slovenije to deliver  
and pick-up packages using Direct4.me parcel lockers. 
 
https://www.direct4.me/en-us/ 

Brief video about Direct4.me 

 

https://www.direct4.me/en-us/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HnI0ZhKgN9U


 

 

THE PERFECT 
SHIPPING 
RETAIL SPACE FOR EVERY HOME 

SENDTM is a fully automated Mail & Ship Self-Service kiosk 
designed specifically for shipping stores and high-foot traffic 
locations. 
Our solution reduces costs and allows for unprecedented 
expansion to new venues with a minimum investment. 
SENDTM is also designed to improve customer experience. 
 
All around the globe, public and private shipping stores notice that 
their customers are facing long waiting times. Many national 
postal services are losing money, and the number of parcels 
shipped only continues to grow every year, making the situation 
worse. 
 
We diagnosed what was missing with other self-service kiosks 
around the globe, used prototypes to conduct pilots with actual 
customers, and interviewed hundreds of potential users, industry 
experts, shipping-store owners, and hardware and software 
suppliers, gaining valuable feedback and powerful insights. Our 
patent was recently awarded. It is based on the innovative ways in 
which different technologies were used and integrated into a 
single solution. 
 
The result is a solution which combines an app and a kiosk in a 
seamless experience. You upload the Ship From and Ship To info 
in the SENDTM app or website at your convenience and it will 
immediately check for errors, saving you the time spent doing this 
at the store. 
 
The SENDTM kiosk is able to offer multi-carrier options because it 
automatically recognizes a package from an envelope and 
instantly 
measures and weighs it. Just select your option on the screen, pay 
at the card reader, and you are done. In and out of the store in two 
minutes! 
 
 

  

   

          www.theperfectshipping.com  
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.theperfectshipping.com/


 

 

LUFT PARCEL 
RE-USABLE PARCELS 

Brands are now finding themselves in a position where they must align themselves with the environmentally conscious mindset 
of modern-day consumers. 
AN ALTERNATIVE TO CONVENTIONAL POSTAL PACKAGING THAT THE END-USER RETURNS BACK TO THE RETAILER  
The inflatable mailer folds back to a very compact size once the air trapped between the walls 
is released. It has a prepaid stamp that the consumer just needs to put in a post box to go 
back to the retailer, which is then used again for another order 
 
LUFT PARCEL implements circular economy with a model that follows closely the example of 
Repack, Limeloop and Returnity. 
The end consumer once unpacked their order can simply fold the postal parcel to a compact 

size, ready to be posted back to the retailer in exchange for a refund of the deposit they paid 

when ordering. 

LUFT PARCEL PROVIDES AN INTEGRATED FULL CUSHIONING PROTECTION replacing not only the outer container but also the inner 

cushioning, making the whole packaging truly reusable again. LUFT also is different from other competitors as it is the only postal 

parcel where printed information can be easily added or removed without the need tp print on the pack. 

 

IPARCELBOX 
NEVER MISS A DELIVERY AGAIN 

iParcelBox solves the problem of missed deliveries, providing a smart, secure and weatherproof parcel delivery solution you 
monitor and control from your smartphone. iParcelBox’s patent pending technology allows you to receive multiple secure 
deliveries when you are not at home. 
 
Delivery drivers simply press the button, wait for iParcelBox to unlock, place the parcel inside and close the lid, which locks. There 

are no codes to enter, locks to manipulate or special apps required to make deliveries. Monitor and control your iParcelBox from 

your smartphone. iParcelBox automatically allows a delivery when it’s empty, and will send you a notification and let you remotely 

allow subsequent deliveries.iParcelBox is made of steel, and is securely anchored to the floor or a wall using the provided bolts. 

The locked compartment stores your parcels safely until you return home to retrieve them. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

      https://www.iparcelbox.com/ 
  

https://www.iparcelbox.com/


 

 

PHSOLUTIONS 
TRUCK UNLOADING 

PHSolutions developed an economical truck unloading system which allows a 
significant improvement of the throughput by an automatic bulk handling 
process, while at the same time gentle discharge of the parcels or all sortable 
goods takes place. Since May 2018, the developed series device has been 
running in real operation at a distribution centre of the Austrian Post. 
 

 
HTTPS://EN.PHSOLUTIONS.AT/ 

 

 

POSTAL STOCK EXCHANGE 
OPTIMIZING YOUR SHIPMENTS ONLINE 

POSTAL STOCK EXCHANGE helps to establish a relationship between clients or industrial service providers, and all the postage prospects 
made available by traditional post offices or mass service providers, and/or offices of exchange. 
 
Indeed, there are multiple options available depending on the requirements of the shipment (domestic or international) that we have 
rationalised. 
POSTAL STOCK EXCHANGE is exclusively aimed at professionals issuing a minimum volume of 2000 mailshots per postage transaction. 
 
The goal for the user of the website is to find promptly, in an optimised and automated manner, the best possible postage options (in 
terms of cost, timeframes…). This is achieved by entering a few specifications (weight, dimensions, content, number of mail items per 
country, or a list of postal codes) and POSTAL STOCK EXCHANGE generates, in accordance with its databases, the best choice of service 
providers among all the possible alternatives (private, public, destination). 
There may be several postal service providers eligible to carry out a single transaction. The outcome is transmitted to the post office in 
question and/or private postal service providers in the form of an order transaction which they subsequently carry out. 
 

https://en.phsolutions.at/

